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ABSTRACT

The results of geophysical and laboratory measurements of the New

ton's constant of gravitation, seem to disagree by one percent. At-

tempts to explain this has led to the revival of the proposal for a

fifth interaction in Nature. The experimental results on measurements

of G and tests of Newton's inverse scruare law are reviewed. The re-

cent reanalvsis of the Eõtvos experiment and proposals for new expe-

riments are discussed.

Key-words: Gravitation; Geophysical; Laboratory; Measurements; Pifth

force.
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I INTRODUCTION

In the last few months there has been ouite a lot of discussion in

the Physics literature about the possibility of the existence of a

new interaction in Nature. Tho renewal of interest in the subject is

due to the publication of a paper by Fischbach et ai. [1J . In this

paper they claim that the data of the classical Eõtvõs experiment [2J

published in 1922 is compatible with the existence of an interaction

which couples to baryon number or hypercharge. They proposed that this

new interaction is mediated by a spin 1 particle, called hyperphoton,

— 9

with a mass of about 10 eV, a slightly modified version of a model

which dates from the fifties and the sixties (see section 4 ). They

also claim that this new interaction could also explain the high val̂

ues of the Newtonian constant of gravitation G niesured by geophysi-

cists [3] in mines as well as the anomalies in the K -K system [4].

This new interaction would suoerimpose to the gravitational force

and the potential energy for two point-like masses separated by a

distance r would be,

V(r) = - Gm -^~- il+al2exp[-(r/X)]} , (1.1)

where Gw is the Newtonian gravitational constant for r->», a.» is a

m terial dependent constant which for bulk matter is of the order 10~J

and A is approximately equal to 200m (we will see later that this

choice is rather arbitrary; for instance for a % 10" , \ can in fact

take values in the interval (0.1-10km). From (1.1) we see that in expe

riments involving the $o\cc between material bodies, under the assumg

tion of an inverse square law, the Newton's universal constant G would

have to be replaced by a quantity depending on the distance,
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G(r) -- Gm{l + a 1 2 c x p [ - ( r / X ) ] (1+r/A) } (1.1a)

which would be the gravitational constant effectivelly measured in

those experiments.

At first sight this proposal seems to be very unrealistic and pro

bably one would not bother about it because they will find it is wrong

soon or later. However, this sort of proposals can be done nowadays

because we know very little about the validity of Newton's law at in-

termediary distances (0.1-10km). Since the pioneering experiments of

Michel1-Cavendish [5] in 1797 several others have been done at labo-

ratory scale [6J (0.1-lm) and the result is that no deviation from

Newton's inverse square law 'greater than 10""* is permitted [7], As

far as we are concerned the most preci FCJ determination of Newton's con

stant at laboratory scale, denoted G has been done by Luther and

Towler [8] in 1982 and it is,

GQ = 6.6726(5) x 1O~
8 cm'g^s"2 , (1.2)

and is precise to 75 ppm. At astronomical scale Newton's law has b&en

tested with an even higher precision and it seems to be right apart

of course from 'relativistic corrections. However the Newtonian con-

stant has not been measured directly at this, scale yet. The reason is

that when observing the orbit of a satellite around the Earth or the

orbits o£ the planets around the sun what is determined is the pro-

duct CM and unless we can determine the masses in an independent way

we can not determine; Gw. In fact the masses of the planets are cal-

culated using the laboratory value of Newton's constant and if the ex

istencc of a fifth force would be confirmed the values of these mas-
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aes would huvo to change a little. In fact the mass would change

by a factor l|(l+.). The verification of Newton's law at in-

termediary distances (O.l-lOkm) is more difficult to be done. At

this scale the only available information comes from geophysical de

terminations of the Newtonian constant of gravitation. These methods

are generally used to search for anomalies in the gravity accelera-

tion that could indicate the existence of ore. However if the densi^

ty inhomogeneity around the mine is reasonably known these methods

can be used to determine Newton's constant. The precision of these

determinations is not as good as the laboratory measurements of New

ton's constant because it is quite difficult to determine the densi^

ty inhomogeneities in a mine with a high degree of confidence.

However these methods have been improved [20] and sever?! deter-,

minations [18,19] of Newton's constant have been done in the last

years. The amazing thing about these measurements is that they all

give values for Newton's constant which are about 1% higher [10] than

the laboratory value [8]. We will discuss these results in more de-

tail later, but one of the most precise determinations of G done by

Holdino Stacev and Tuck [19] is:

G(geophysical) = (6.720 * 0.002 ± 0.024) x lC'cm'g"^" 2, (1.3)

where the first error is the standard deviation from the statistical

analysis of the data and the second is due to the possible system-

atic errors which arise from the lack of precision in density deter

minatior.s. Notice that this value differs from the best laboratory

value (1.2) by 0.7$ which means 23 standard deviations. If the esti
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mated systematic errors is considered instead, they differ by 2 er-

ror bars. Obviously these results are not conclusive at all but they

are sufficiently intriguing to motivate the experimentalists to do

more precise experiments and the theorists to speculate around.

2 LABORATORY TESTS OF NEWTON'S LAW OF GRAVITATION

Several experiments [11,12,13,14,15] have been performed to test

the validity of Newton's inverse square law of gravitation at labora

tory scale. The results of all these experiments except one [11] have

confirmed the validity of Newton's law with an increasingly preci-

sion. Under the assumption of a supplementary Yukawa-type potential

il.l) these results impose limits on the allowed values cf the para-

meters a and X. For a<0 (repulsive potential) Chen et al.[15] gives

the best result, leaving the possibility of a deviation from Newton's

law corresponding to a<10~ in the X-range of 3-10cm (see fig. 3) . A

similar result exists for the possibility of an extra attractive force

(a>0). In this case Hoskins et al. [16] limits the allowed deviation

to a£3xlO within the \-range l-10cm. In a earlier experiment Long

[111 compared the measured gravitational constants at seoarations be

tween the test bodies of 20.90cm and 4.48cm. T.ona's anparatus is com

posed of two fixed rincrs and a Cavendish balance from which hangs a

ball. The system is in vacuum and the vacuum chamber wall temperature

is controlcd (the interested reader will find details on the composjl

tion and dimensions of the pieces of the apparatus in Long's paper).

The quantity measured in the experiment is,

A = (1/t)(T'-T) , (2.1)
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where T and T' are respectively the torques produced by the near and

the far rinqs. The result of the measurements crives A =0.04174 ± 0.0004,y - exp

while the Newtonian value is found to be A =0.03807, giving the dis-

crepancy

ex ~ AN = °- 0 0 3 7 + ° - 0 ° 0 7 » I2-2J

(the greater error 0.0007 instead of 0.0004 is due to errors in the

distance measurements). Long claimed that there was no error present

in the measurements large enough as to account for (2.2), which would

thus indicate a deviation from Newton's .Taw, or since the experiment

was carried out in the presence of the Earth gravitational field, a

failure of the supperposi^ion principle.

However, subsequent measurements by ~p*=«ro et al. [17} yielded re-

sults which are inconsistent with Long's both for a null and a non-

null experiment. The later case seems to rule out also Long's expla-

nation for the gravitation anomaly he founds, as being a vacuum pola

rization effect analogous to 'that which produces a logarithmic devia

tion from Coulomb's law in Electrodynamics at very short distances.

Chen et al. [15] performed another laboratory experiment usinq the

apparatus reproduced in (fig. 1 ) . The idea of the experiment is to

compare» the gravitational attractions of two cylinders of different

masses and dimensions (masses B,C in fig. 1), by putting each in turn

into equilibrium with a third cylinder (mass A in fig. 1). The at-

traction between the romoviblc cylinder (B,C), the third one (A) and

a test mass is indicated by the deflection of a torsion balance placed

between the cylinder D(C) and A. With this geometry are performed a

null experiment (a null field at the test mass position) and a non-

null experiment (a net field at the torsion balance). The quantity
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measured in the experiment is the relative difference between the

attractions of cylinders B and C AF/F, respective to A, which must

be compared to the expected theoretical (Newtonian) result. The re-

sult of 43 measurements compared to the Newtonian (N) value for a non-

null experiment, repported by Chen et al. [15] is,

(AF/F)exp - (AF/F)N = (l.lil.35) xIO"" (2.3)

while for a null experiment is,

(AF/F) -(AF/F) = (0.6i2.0) xlO"" , (2.4)
c X p W

t

the uncertainty being in both cases the standard deviation.

These rcõulls mean that at distances of the order o£ lOcia aivy de-

viation from the inverse square law must be smaller than cx=10~" (see

fig. 3) which considerably narrows the window opportunity for a su-

pra-Newtonian force at laboratory scale.

Now, under the assumption of a potential of the type (1.1), a meas

ure of the ratio Gír^lGírj) =3 (see 1.1a) at two distances rl and

r, imposes a relationship between the relative intensity ex and the

range X given by,

a = 1=1 . (2.5)
*- [i/\){/\)Pll(/\))(/\)

Varying 6 within the experimental limits constrains a and A to lie

in a region of the (m-,\)-planc. In (fig. 2) is shown the result of

this procedure for the laboratory experiments of 111], [12] and [13J.

In (fig. 3) we reproduce the allowed region for «>0 in the (m-A)-plane

as given by the experiment of Chen et al. [15], We see that the al-
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lowed region at a laboratory scale for a non-Newtonian force is still

narrowed respective to the proceeding experiment by Spero et al. [12],

We note that the laboratory experiments impose severe restrictions

on the existence of a non-Newtonian interaction of the type (1.1) for

small values of X. However it leaves a wide window of opportunities

for A greater than 100 meters.

3 GEOPHYSICAL DETERMINATIONS OF NEWTON'S CONSTANT

A class of experiments leading to an apparent deviation from New-

ton's law are the geophysical measurements of gravity gradients in

mines. These gives values of Newton's constant of gravitation system

atically higher than the values measured in laboratory ?x; ?r."!?r.er-tE.

Compare the data given in table 1 for measured values of G from geo-

physical experiments reproduced from Stacey and Tuck [18], with the

standard laboratory value G =(6.672±0.004)x 10~um3kg~1s"2. If this

•effect is a real one and not a consequence of systematic errors, one

could try to explain it by introducing a non-Newtonian potential of

the form qiven in (1.1). In this case the force derived from the extra

Yukawa-like potential has to be a repulsive one, since from (1.1a) we get

that for rv\, G(r) =G +n(a), and in order to have r, (:;)>0 we need ct<0.

Let us discuss the claimed evidences the geophysical data provides

for such a force.

The method geophysicists use to determine Newton's constant is the

following: by using gravity meters they measure the gravity accelera

tion in mines and then by assuming that Newton's square inverse law

of gravitation is correct they calculate the'gravity acceleration at

a point in the mine as a function of "cwton's constant G which is
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left as- an arbitrary parameter. Then by comparing the measured value

to .the theoretical one they determine G as a function of depht. In

order to calculate the gravity acceleration at an internal point in

the Farth using Newton's law they assume that this is formed of co-

centric ellipsoidal layers of constant density and that all ellipsoi^

dal surfaces have the same ellypcity. This calculation is simplified

by the fact that gravity at any internal point is due only to the mass.

within the ellipsoidal surface through the point in question. We now

refer to (fig. 4). Let B be an internal point in the Earth and let A

be a point at the surface vertically above B. The distance between

them is z. The difference is gravity acceleration for these two points,

calculated using the model above is,

g(z) - g(0) = UU) -4rGX(z) , (3.1)

where,

u (z; = —•J-~ il+ -~ =• — JJ-i-jSin <? —-^/+ JU z (1—sin ç ) (3.<Í)

c 2z 1 c? iz 2 <"z
X(z) =-{!+---+4(1-—)) r(z)dz-4' zc(z)dz. (3.3)

a R 2 a2 Jc RJo

R is the radius of the Earth at the site of measurements (see fig. 4),

$0 is the geocentric latitude, J2=l.08264 x10 is the inertial ellip

ticity coefficient, (.'=7.292 x 10"' rad s" is the angular rotation rate,

a and c are the equatorial and polar radii, where a=6.37814 xlO6 m

and (1- ~T) = 0.006944 and p(z) is the density. In this determination
a •

of G it is assumed an average density throughout the mine. Then cor-

rections must be done to account for the localized departures from av

cragc densitv. This ic in fact the most important source of. errors
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in the determination of G by geophysical methods.

Values of G found by several geophysical experiments are shown in

table (1). They include measurements in mines, boreholes and marine

surveys. The data measurements in the sea were made by Exxon Explora

tion Department in Gulf of Mexico and their data were used by Stacey

and Tuck (18] to determine G. There are two more recent determinations

of G by the Australian group using the data obtained in two mines in

Queensland, Australia. These mines, according to them, are reasona-

bly surveyed and this minimises the systematic errors due to density

inhomogeneities. The first determination [48} is from Hilton's mine

in 1984 and the value found is

G = (6.734 t 0.002) xlO'^'g^s" 2 (3.4)

The error shown is one standard deviation and the systematic error due

to. density inhomogeneities is certainly higher. The other determina-

tion of G[19] was done in 1985 in Hilton and Mount Isa mines which

are 20km apart. The results are:

Hilton mine: G= (6.720±0.002i 0.024) x 10~6cm3g~1s~2 (3.5)

Mount Isa mine: G - 6.691 t 0.007
6.693 +0.010
6.729 í 0.009
6.702 ±0.007

+ 0.089 ) xllT'cin'g'^s"*2 (3.6)
- O.f)22 !0.022 i

)

The first error is one standard deviation and the second is the sys-

tematic error due to uncertainties in the density measurements.

One can see that these values of G as well as those shown on ta-

ble (1) are about 11 higher than the laboratory scale value of G given

by (1.2). This discrepancy could be produced by density inhomogenei-
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ties in" the vicinity of mines and boreholes or also "by extensive local

bias in gravity gradient by deep-seated mass irregularities" [19J. In

the case of Hilton and Mount Isa mines the first cause seems to be

ruled out. On the other hand the second cause seems to be improbable since measu-

rements have been done in several parts of the world and they all have given

higher values for G. The results obtained UD to now are still uncon

elusive and more nrecise measurements have to be done. Experiments

in the sea seems to be the most suitable ones to check these deter-

minations of c- since the uncertainities in density are much lower.

If a "normal" explanation for this anomaly is not found we have a

verification that Newton's law of gravitation is not valid at inter-

mediary distances (0.1-10km«). One explanation for this is that there

exist a new medium range interaction in. Nature, probably of the type

{1.1). If we assume this, the geophysical data can be used to set liin

its on the values of a (relative intensity) and X (range) for this

interaction. In order to do that we calculate the gravity gradient

g(z)-g(0) dae to the potential (1.1) assuming that the range of the

interaction is much smaller than the Earth radius (since the satel-

lite measurements gives no anômalas), then subtract from this the

value of g(z)-<j(O) that is expected if the Newton's inverse square law

is correct (in this calculation we use the value of G determined by

laboratory experiments). This difference is called the gravity resi-

dual, and is given by,

4nG pa .
Ag(z) = — j ~ - U -J ll-exp(-(z/X))]} (3.7)

Now, taking for Ag(z) the observed value at a given depth z we ob

tain a relationship between a and X. From the results of measurements

at .several depths and taking Ag(z) between the experimental limits/
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gives an allowed region in the (ct-A)-plane. For. the experiment des-

cribed by Stacey et al. [20] the allowed region is displayed in (fig. 5).

In the more recent experiment by Holding et al. [19J, A is fixed at

a series of values and the corresponding values of a are obtained by

best fits to the data, giving the. curve in (fig. 6) (of course, tak-

ing into account the error bars in the determination of a, the curve

is replaced by a band in the (a-A)-plane). We see from (fig. 6) that

a relative intensity a of the order - 7.5 x 10" , as taken by Fischbach

et al. is compatible with a range A of 2-10ltm. Ranges smaller than 2m

or greater than ^10 "m are disallowed by results from other experi-

ments. We also show in (fig. 7) the window opportunity for an extra-

Newtonian force, mentioned bv Glashow F34], taking together laborato
f

ry and geophysical results as given by Gibbons and Whiting [35].

4 THE IDEA OF A FIFTH FORCE IS NOT A NEW ONE-HISTORICAL AND THEORE-

TICAL BACKGROUND

The idea of a fifth kind of interaction in Nature is not a new one.

Also, ur.h-ir theoretical proposals have been done which implied devia

tions from Newton's law of gravitation (see the end of this section).

A fifth force has been suggested by Wigner [21] and by Lee and Yang

Í221 in the fifties, in connection with the experimentally observed

conservation of baryon number. Lee and Yang guided by the yet re-

cent ideas on gauge theories proposed the existence of a massless gauge

vector boson coupled to the baryonic charge f(+f for baryons, -f for

antibaryons) in close analogy with Electrodynamics. On a static ma-

croscopic level this new interaction would manifest itself as a re-

pulsive force between two composite point-like bodies of baryon num-
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bers B. and B respectively, which modifies the Newtonian gravitation

al force between then,

m.m_ ®i^? "Ŝ S
Force = -G -+-*- + f2 -i-^ = - G(l+a._) -LJL (4.1)

R2 R2 12 R2

B1B2 f2

where a,o= -=-, m., m, are the gravitational masses and R the
12 m. nu G 1 £

distance. As already remarked by Lee and Yang this supplementary in-

finite range force would have to be several orders weaker than gravJL

tation, in order not to be in contradiction with the result of Eotvõs

experiment [2] on the equivalence of inertial and gravitational mas-

ses.

About ten years later, Bernstein, Cabbibo and Lee [23] and inde-

pendently Bell and Perring [24] proposed in the context of the KQ-

£o oscillation, the lony range fifth interaction as an alternative

for CP-violation in the long-lived neutral kaon decay. The only modi-

fication respective to the preceeding model of Lee and Yang was the

coupling of the vector boson to hypercharge instead of baryonic charge.

They assumed that an almost massless vector boson coupled to hyper-

charge provide a "cosmic background" from all the galaxy inducing a

potential energy difference V between the Ko and the R . A meson state

in the laboratory frame, considered as a linear mixing of the K and

the Ko,

K(t) . a(t)KQ

then evolves in time following an equation of the type [23]

- H(ml,m2frlfr2;V)X(t) , (4.2)
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Where m, , m , r , I' are respectively the masses and widths of the

KQ, Ko components Kj and K° , K
D=(l|/2)(Kj+Kj), KQ=(11/5(Kj-K°). Eq.

(4.2), has two eigensolutions.

(4.3)

where for a locally isolated meson,

I"1 . (4.4)

The solutions K"* and K are to be identified respectively with the

short-lived and the long-lived r.&utral kaon components. Fr̂ ia (4.3) we

see that undo.fi tht aòiumptlon o^ C?-coM>tn.vat<Lon {K° -> 7r+it"* is allowed,

while K° •*• Tr+7i*~ is not), the long-lived neutral kaon component has a

decay probability K •* TT TT~ relative to K° -»• ir+ir~, of order |e|2. . Ex-

perimentally, from the observed decay rates one has |t| ̂ 2.Ox 10"3 [25],

which in the context of this model gives from (4.4) V%5.0x10" cm" .

On the other side, the potential energy difference between the K and

the Ki due to the "fifth interaction" with the galaxy is given by,

(l/2)f2(M /mH)R -
l% S.OxlO'W" 1 , (4.5)

where M_ and R(, arc recoectivelv the mass and the "effective radius"

of tho galaxy. From (4.5), taking the numerical values for M
• &

solar masses) R (fylOkpc) and mH, one obtains f
2>v2.!>xl0~ . rXhen the

ratio between the intensities of the long-range "fifth force" and

gravitation is found to be (f'/Gm7.) % 10" , which is too small to bo
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detected in any classical experiment on the equivalence of inertial

and gravitational masses. Therefore, with a very small coupling an

interaction mediated by "hypcrphotons" could be responsible for the

CP-conserving long-lived kaon decay into pions.

However, Weinberg [26] studying the decay of a K into u IT" and

a hyperphoton, noted that as hypercharge is not exactly conserved,

the hyperphoton would have to be slightly massive. In this case he

founds the branching ratio for the emission of a hyperphoton Y 1 of

•ass v» and energy <E in the decay K° -*•-n*TX~+y *,

(f2/P2)E2/8Ti2 , (4.6)

for E%100MeV and y<<E. For an interaction range u"1 of the orcUr of

the effective galactic radius R^f^lOKpc, the branching ratio (4.6)

take the enormous value 4x1019. For it to have a reasonable value,

the range of the interaction must fall to the order of kilometers [26],

so being unsuitable to explain the K° decay into pions in the way

thought by the authors of refs. [23,24]. Weinberg [26] still refers

to a number of contemporary essays on the possibility of vector bo-

sons of very small masses coupled to hypercharge or strangeness, but

with no apparent connection with KQ decays.

We note also that in another context, namely the breaking of SU(3)

symmetry, Ne'eman [27] proposed the existence of a heavy vector boson, the

X, with a coupling intermediary between strong and electromaonetic

interactions, 0.1 <gz/4'T^0.3, corrcspondino to a mass 3GeV£M £5GeV.

Besides the above mentioned proposals of a "fifth force" some the

oretical models have been constructed, for instance by Fujii {28],

O'Hanlon [29], Wagoner [30], which implied a deviation from Newton's

Universal law of gravitation appearing as a finite range additional
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force. The" common feature between these models and the proposals for

a "fifth force" is that they modify the Newtonian potential energy be

tween two point-like bodies in the way indicated by equ. (1.1). Fu-

jii's dilaton (the non-zero Goldstone boson associated to scale inva

riance) theory [23] and the O'Hanion model for intermediate range gra

vity [29] both give «=+1/3 which hints for an extra attractive force

with an intensity comparable to gravity. As far as we know, no evi-

dence for such a force has ever been repported.

5 THE RBANALYSIS OF THE EdTVOS EXPERIMENT

Motivated by the geophysical resales, which we discussed in sec-

tion 3, Fischbach et al. [1] decided to have a closer look at the da

ta from the Eõtvõs experiment [2], done more than 60 years ago (al-

though oublished in 1922, the exDeriment was really done in the begin

ning of the century). According to their reanalysis, these data are

compatible with the existence of a medium-range force coupled to hy-

perchargc or baryon number (the coupling to hypercharge is now dis-

carded [31,32,33]; see next section). This force would be mediated by

a spin 1 particle of mass of about 10" eV, and it would superimpose

to ordinary gravity to produce at a static macroscopic level the po-

tential given by (1.1). This model is a slightly modified version (mas

sive hyperphoton) of the fifth interaction described in the preceed-

ing section. If this force couples to baryon number for example, the

constant a.2 in (1.1) takes the form

Í5.1)
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where f'is the coupLing constant of this new particle to baryon num-

ber» B- and B_ are tho baryon numbers of the particles in question and

u. and u- their masses in units of atomic hydrogen, 1̂ =1.00782519(8)u

and G is Newton's constant for astronomical distances.

Since the ratio of baryon number to mass varies from element to e

lenient, the acceleration of a body under the action of the potential

(1.1) will depend upon its composition.One can check the*: the differ

ence in acceleration for two free falling bodies on Earth under the

action of the potential (1.1) is given by [1),

a,-a, f2 B^ B B»
Jl L _*) (JL -JL) (5.2)

v u P

(This expression in Fischbach et al. r-iper has a minus sign wrong-see

discussion below), where B /\i is the ratio of baiyon number to mass

to the Earth, and is assumed to be close to 1. e(R/X) comes from the

integration of the contribution of the medium-range baryonic force

over the Earth, assummed to be a uniform sphere of radius R. For R»X,

which is the case we are interested, e(R/X) %-z -. So, if the fifth

force exists bodies will not fall *<th the same acceleration to Earth

as Newton's law demands. The difference in acceleration for two bodies

depends linearly upon the difference of their ratio of baryon number

to mass, according to (5.2). Eõtvõs-type experiments are a good way

of checking the existence of such a force, Fischbach at al. [1], used

the 1922 Fõtvõs data and their result is shown in (fig. 8) where it

is plotted ™ measured by Eõtvõs against (B./y.)- (Bj/uJ EA(B/u) evalua

ted by Fischbach et al. [1J. The equation of the line shown on tho

graph given by least squares fit is,

~r = AK «= aA(B/u) + b ,
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• . a = (5 .65 ±0 .71 ) x 10~6

b = (4.83 ±6.44) xlO"IC (5.3)

X:= 2.1 (5 degrees of freedom)

According to their reanalysis there is a good agreement between

Eõtvõs data and the theory of the hyperphoton. However several authors

have some objections to this - ~ee discussion below. Using these re-

sults and (5.2) we can evaluate f2:

[£2e(R/,\)]EÍ).tví;s - Gomja = (4.C ± 0.6) x 10~"
2e2 , (5.4)

where e is the electric charge in Gaussian units. The geophysical da

ta can also be used to determine T2. although in this case there are

some uncertainties. The geophysical data indicate that this new

force must be repulsive but it leaves a reasonably wide window of pos

ibilities for the values of a and X appearing in (1.1) (see section

3). Fischbach et al. [1] fitted the geophysical data with the fol-

lowing values for a and X,

a = ~(7.2±3.6) xlO"3 X = (200±50)m . (5.5)

From (5.1) we see that in the approximation B%y (for bulk natter) cx-2

reduces to a constant a %-f' |GV_m^, and from (1.1a) we have for r»A,

T&Z % - £-; , (5.1a)

OH

which is the formula qiven by Fischbach ct al. []/) to relate the unit
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Of hypercharge f and the porurr» ittr >. Usina t{R/X) % ? ~, for R>>X# (5.5)

and (5.1a), one qe t s .

£2t(R/X)
. —•> 3

= (2.8 + 1.5) xlO e* . (5.6)

Ceoph.

So the geophysical an Eõtvõs determinations of f2 differs by a fac-

tor 16. This factor could be lower or higher depending on the values

of a and X one extracts from the geophysical data. In addition, we

will See in the next section that the topograpical features close to

the site where the Eõtvõs experiment was done can modify (5.4) sub-

stantially.

Several criticisms were ifiade to Fischbach et ai. reana.lysis of

Eõtvõs experiment. The first one [36] is that there is a minus sign

wrong in equations (4) and (9) of reference [11.-if one looks en page

42 of Eõtvõs original paper one will see that his results imply that

water falls more slowly than copper. The nuclear binding energy for

water is smaller than for copper and so the ratio of baryon miriber

to mass is greater for copper than for water. Therefore if one as-

sumes the existence of a fifth force coupled to baryon number it has

to be an attractive force according to the Eõtvõs results. Obviously

this is in contradiction with Fischbach et al. reanalysis. We have

seen that the geophysical data instead support the existence of a re

pulsive medium range force and therefore one could think that these

data and the correlation of A(B/p) and Aa/g found by Fischbach et al.

in the Eõtvõs data could not be explained by the same fenomena. How

ever in the next section we will sec that an Eõtvõs-type experiment

can not be used to determine the sign and strenght of a would be me-

dium-range force unless the topographical features around the appara

tus are taken into account. Since the topoqraphv of the site where the
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Eõtvos experiment was done is not known with the accuracy needed we

have to wait for new experiments to be done in order to solve this

question.

In the original Eõtvos experiment the test bodies (of different

comDOsitior.s) were Dlaced in a brass container. Of course this con-

tainer has some influence on the outcome of the experiment and Eotvos

has corrected his data to account for the use of this brass container.

Pischbach et al. [1] in their reanalysis of the Eotvõs experiment have

used the corrected data. Reiser et al. (401 claim that one should con-

sider the ia/g data of Eõtvos and calculate B/u including the brass

container. In doing that they have found that those points (in (fig.

8) where copper is one of, the materials of the pair have moved to-

wards the origin more or less along the line fitted by Fischbach. The

fitted line for these new pninr.s dons not differ considerably iro»u

the Fischbach et al. line and therefore the value of f2 e(R/\) obtained

from these new points will not differ considerably from the valve found

by Pischbach et al. and given by (5.4). Keiser et al. have also pointed

out that the results of the experiment done by Renner [41] should also be

taken into account in Fischbach et al. reanalysis. Roll, Krotkov and

Dicke [421 have criticized Renner's experiment on the basis that his

standard deviations should be 3 times as large. However in spite of

these criticisms the Renner*s data can not be plotted together with

the Eõtvos data on the same graph because the two experiments were

done in different sites and the influence of topography was not ne-

cessarily the same for both (see next section).

Elizalde [37] has also mode several criticisms to Fischbach et al.

reanalysis. He rose ns Kciscr et al. [40] did the question of the con

tainer and estimated the errors that it could be responsible for. Hew

ever ho scorns to ignore the fact that the material of the container was
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brass since he refers to it as a "cylindrical measuring device of com

pletely unknown composition" (perhaps we should say that in german

mtiòiiig means brass and me. 5 sen is the verb to measure). We believe that

Elizaldc's estimated errors would be smaller if he considered that

the composition of the contoiner is known. Elizalde also points out

that the table (4 3J used by Fischbach et al. [1] to average the a-

toraic masses over all isotopes of the elements did not show any er-

rors. Other tables [44] crive the errors and the uncertainities in the

values of the atomic masses according to him "are in no way snail".

He claims that the Eõtvõs data for which copper was used as the re-

ference element should be analyzed separately from the data for which

olatinum was the reference ^element. After considerina the sources of

errors descri' id above and some others we did not mention he founds that the

errors obtained from the Icasl- square fit of the data (in the graph Aa/g a-

gainst MB/:;) are much bigger than those obtained by Fischbach et al.

(in the case of copper data the error in the slope of the line is 7

times bioger). According to Elizalde it is hard to see a correlation

between Aa/a and A(B/;Í) with such high errors.

But r-^rhaps the most serious criticism to Fischbach et al. re^-

nalysis of the Eõtvõs experiment was done by Chu and Dicke [47]. They

say that if there were horizontal thermal gradients in the Eõtvõs ap_

paratus they could produce a gentle breeze in it. Since the physical

dimensions of the samples attached at the ends of the torsion balance

are not necessarily the same, this breeze would act differently on

them and therefore would produce a net torque. If that is true we

would have :i correlation between Aa/ct and A(l/p) or AS, whore p is the

densitv and S is the croüs sectional surface area of the sample or

its container. Some of the Eotvos data does suggest a correlation be

tween Aa/q and A(l/p) although the Pt data is not well explained by
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this mode;]. One of the difficulties of the Chu "and Dicke [47J thermal

gradient model is that the heat source responsible for the effect

would have to produce gradients which arc steady and constant over a

period of months or years when the experiment was performed.

At the present stage there are a lot of uncertainties about the

Fischbach et al. reanalysis of the Eõtvõs experiment that can not be

resolved without new experiments. There are several Eõtvõs-type ex-

periments [45] under way now and there are also some groups doing o-

ther types of experiments [46], Let's wait and see if they come out

with new and more precise results that can help claryfing the situa-

tion .
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6 THE INFLUENCE OF TOPOGRAPHY ON THE RESULTS OF I:ÜiVí3S-TYTE EXPERIMENTS

As we have soon, if a fifth force does really exist, its range is

probably much smaller than the Earth's radius, in this case the in-

tensity and direction of the force experienced by a body on the Earth's

surface due to this nev; interaction can chancre drastically according

to the topography of the region where it is. A large and massive mom

tain can, in some cases exert a force on it as big as the one exerted

by the rest of the Earth altogether. Therefore attention must be paid

to the topography when performing experiments to study medium-range in

teractions. Some authors [39] have studied the effects of topography

features on the results of Eòtvos-type experiments and some others

[46] have usr.l these fenomena to propose new experiments to check the

existence cf rúcdiur.-range interactions. Our discussion below is main

ly based on Milgrcn's paper [39],

Consider a torsion balance, as shown in (fig. 9) where two bodies

A and B of different compositions are attached. The force experienced

by them can be written in the form,

j = m. (g-ca) + f. i=A,B (6.1)

where m. is the gravitational mass of body i, g is the gravitational

acceleration, a is the inertial acceleration due to Earth's rotation

and f. is an extra anomalous force due for example to the existence

of this fifth interaction or oven due to a non-;equivalence between in

ertial and gravitational mass. It is reasonable to suppose that the

anomalous force acting on bodies A and B are parallel to each other,

and wo will write them as f.--- e.m.u whore ú is a unit vector in the

direction of the anomalous force. The torsion balance supports a torque
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only along the direction of the wire (see f.i.g. .9) and Milgrom found

that the torque is given by,

T ~ i e m ? . [u x [q+a]k ,
A A

where k is the unit vector along the wire (see (fig. 9)), 6e= t- e_,

rA is the position vector of the body A with the origin taken at the

point 0 (fig. 9). This result is obtained in the approximation that

g is almost parallel to k.

If the anomalous force is a medium range one, as the fifth force

might be, the direction of the unit vector u varies considerably from

place to place. Advantage must be taken of this. If u is parallel to

(g+a) (the downward direction) the torque is null. If u is parallel

to g the torque Is '}',, p, (ót)m.r, sino, where o is the latitude oi. the

site where the experiment is being performed. Notice that if the

hyperphoton couples to some charge closely proportional to mass, that

is the situation where the experiment is performed in an approxima-

tely flat region with a homogeneous "strata". However the torque reaches

its maximum value when u is perpendicular to (g+a). In this case we

have T± ̂  (ác)m.r g (since |g|%|g+a|). If wo consider that the jl

nertial acceleration is given by a/g (̂cos- ) J 290, we have

TJVT,, = 290/sinO cos" ?{j600/sin20 .

Then the sensitivity of the expor intent can increase some orders of

magnitude when u is perpendicular to g. For an interaction of range

\%30'm this situation can be obtained by performing the experiment

at a height \ on the face of a cliff at least 2\ high. If the expe-

riment is performed for example at Rio do Janeiro (latitude fy 22*)
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^ face of the Corcovado mountain (700m high) the torque will be

4 860 times higher than the torque observed in the same

done in a flat region in Rio.

point to note is that if one wants to determine if the me

^range force in question is attractive or repulsive using an Eo-

type experiment much attention must be paid to the mass distri-

surrounding the apparatus. The sign of the torque measured by

?.^L^Kp^riment performed on the north side of a massive building will
! - W ' v .>-'••'

Th Jj^ *Vf°site to the sign of the torque measured by an identical expe-

T. Ti^p+tit performed on the south sxde of the came building. In fact if

fcfa* precision of the experiment is high, smaller masses can have the

- '*«£• affect.

AJ? it was pointed out in sections 3 and 5 the geophysical data can

,''•£>• ̂ plained by introducing a repulsive rccdiun-range force, while the

; ~E£tvt?# data reanalyzed by Fischbach et al. [1] would need the intro-

.,ilwcti--&n of an attractive force. This does not necessarily means that

/ ;^Jw two effects don't have the same cause, since we do not know the

^ »*»* distribution surroundina the Eõtvõs apparatus in Budapest. It

it urgently necessary to repeat th*s kind of experiments taking into

the topographic features in order to solve this question.
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V THE HYPERPHOTON CAN NOT COUPLE TO HYPÉRCHARGE. - WHAT ARE TIE OTHER

CANDIDATES FOR A FIFTH FORCE CHARGE?

The hyperphoton model as i t was proposed by Fischbach et a l . [1}

not really works. In recent papers, Bouchiat and Iliopoulos [311,

[32}and Lusignoli and Pugliese [33] have independently shown

the hyperphoton can not couple to hypercharge. They have con-

#Í<àered the decay

K* - rc+ +Y* (7.1)

Y1 is the hyperphoton. Since weak interactions does not conserve

, which implies the hyperphoton is massive, Bouchiat and

Jliopoulos [31], from wno.a we reproduce here the essentials of the

arguments, considered the above mentioned decay in the presence of

<*eak interaction. The leading contribution to the decay probability

for (7.1) summed over the .' polarizations is given by

I |A | 2 % f 2 ( q V 7 u 2 ) M M , (7.2)
Pol . y

where

( 7 . 3 )M u = f d " x < r + | T ( j ^ ( x ) d ( 0 ) ) | K + > e í q - x ,

5y'(*) is the hypercharae current,^) the weak interaction Lagrangian.

U*ing current algebra methods, the quantity qwH is evaluated; the

result can be written in the form,

- i <-T+ |^W(0)|K% . - (7.4)
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mate the matrix element in (7.4) Bouchiat and Iliopoulos ap-

PCAC and the soft-pion limit, to relate it to the amplitude

rt-lived neutral kaon decay into pion^. Neglecting small CP-viola-

F,tearrections, the result is,

A . ft | • OS

<7f (p) I £& (0) |K (k)> = 2f̂ _ A (k,p,o) , (7.5)

Kos(k,p,o) is an extrapolation to zero-pion momentum of the K°

A°Nk,p,o) = lira <^T+(p)TT~(p')|Kos(k)> , (7.6)

introduces a correction factor, call it, x. A numerical value

it fx{^0.3. Then one has,

n K o " / l ' ) ^ (fVu2)4lxpf; . (7.7)
8

Dslyui the numerical values for f2, li and the kaon decay rates,

we otrt«in the branding ratio,

2|x|
2 xlO"3 . (7.8)

F(K+

v|Htt the experimental limit for the branching ratio for the decay of

tb« K* into TT+ and a slightly massive vector particle is know to be

9 <3.8xlO~ [38], which obviously contradicts the expected value

(7,8) pbtaincd from the hyperphoton model.

the fact that the coupling to hypercharge is discarded does not

invalidate the hyperphoton theory completely. For bulk matter hyper-

and baryon number arc the same and the above argument doe» not
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t o baryon number. However other possibilities could be considered
-í -; -•• .- + f.1, *i+i->, as the coupling to a linear combination of proton number, neu-

n number and electron number. For bulk matter we can consider a

linear combination of neutron number and proton (or electron) nun—

W , since it is electrically neutral. However a coupling to lepton

dumber only seems to be improbable because of the experimental data

•g»ing from the study of stellar evolution {46}.

CONCLUSION

The experimental evidences we have nowadays for the existence of

áew intermediary-range force are not very strong and it certainly

not justify the excess of optimism that several people feel about

tb« subject. The fact that geophysical measurements have found values

for Newton's constant of gravitation which are about 1% higher than

tlM>8e values measured in laboratory experiments, is perhaps the most

t#levant contribution to the discussion about a would-be fifth force.

It is really intriguing that th« geophysical resultB are confirmed

by measurements made in different parts of the world like Gulf of He

jtico and Australia, since it is unprobable one can explains these facts

00 the grounds of possible density inhomogeneities. However one can

ttot take these results as conclusive before the doubts about mass dis

tributions around the mines and also about possible deep departure

fro» the simple layered density structure which the geophysicists as-

*u*e for the Earth, can be clarified. Geophysical experiments in the

*•* are perhaps the most promising ones due to the sea homogeneity,

tf measuring gravity gradients below and above sea level one could

Mfce a good teat of the hyperphoton theory, since for a Yukawa poten
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the gravity gradient above sea level is very sensitive to va-

s of the parameters a and X (see (1.1)). Obviously the main

of such an experiment is the stability of the apparatus

obtain inside a submarine or on a oil exploration sea

reanalysis of the Eõtvõs experiment by Fischbach et al. is vul

Í to several criticisms and it is really hard to draw a confi-

conclusion from it. We have to wait for the results of new EÕ-

experiraents to be sure of a correlation between the differ

in acceleration of two falling bodies and the difference of their

of baryon number to mass. However, as remarked by Glashcw Í34J

i'flwtrfrbach et al. paper has the great merit of bringing to the atten-

M a wide audience the poor knowledge we have about the validi-

ftrwton*s inverse square law at intermediary distances (&ee (£iq.

*re grateful to R. Aldrovandi, V. Pleitez and J.G. Pereira fran

Paulo (Brazil) and to H. Vucetich from La t>lata University

for discussions. We also aknowledge Coordenação do Aper-

£#iÇO<üRento de Pessoal de Nível Superior - CAPES, for support to the

collaboration.



Table 1 Values of G from modern geophysical data

Data source

Ref.
Ref.

Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Exxon

12
13

7
14
15

Type of
measurement

Mine
Mine

Mine
Borehole
Mine
Marine Surveys

Gravity data

21
31
11
10
10
31
35

8
3
7

703 •

Depth range
(m)

96-587
57.3-684.8
57.3-208.5

223.1-388.9
418.2-684.6
57.3-684.8

0-684.8
0-948

3,712-3,962
251-590
113-687

Density data

v400
47

565
16
53

(Gta) (10~ums kg""xs~l)

6.795*0.021
6.7390*0.0025
6.724*0.014
6.726*0.012
6.746*0.013

*6.7427*0.0024
6.7334*0.0037
6.712*0.037
6.81±0.07

6.705*0.060
6.797*0.016

* ftetult obtained with an asauaed d**p ma«« anomaly biasing ch* gravity profile.
Fron F.D, Staccy, O.J. Tuck; ttaturt, 292, 230 (1981), The references are those of Stacey and Tuck.
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CAPTIONS

1 - Schematic diagram of the apparatus used in the experiment

by Chen et al. to test Newton's law of gravitation. Fran

Chen et al. [15).

2 - The unshaded region represents the allowed values for a and

X, from the results of laboratory experiments. The lower oar

ves are from ref. [11] and [12]. The upper ones from ref.

[13J'

3 - The unshaded region represent the allowed values of the pa-

rameters a and X from the experiments of refs. [11J, 112),

(15) and [13).

4 - Geometry used in the study of the variation of gravity with

depth in the Earth. From Stacey et al. [20).

5 - The unshaded region corresponds to allowed values, for a and

X from geophysical observations. The limits imposed by

the laboratory experiments of Long (11) and Spero et al. [12J are

also shown, giving an allowed region to the right of the occ

responding curves. From F.D. Stacey et al. [20).

ftfli, 6 - Curve relating a and \, obtaining taking X at a series of

fixed values and the corresponding a'by best fit to the da-

ta. From S.C. Holding et al.; Phys. Rev. D33 n? 12, 3487

(1986).

fiq. 7 - The unshaded region corresponds to allowed values for a and

X from both geophysical observation» and laboratory experi-

ments. Curves a, b, c and g are from laboratory experiments,

respectively refs. [12], [11), (13) and (15). Curves d and

e results from geophysical and astronomical observations.

Curve f results from calculations for a mine (upper

curve) and a submarine experiment (lower curve). From Gib-

bons and Whiting (35).

fig. 8 - Correlation exhibited by Flschbach et al. between the dif-

ference of accelerations between the components of couples

of bodies relative to gravity, and the difference of their
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raports o£ baryon number to mass (in atomic hidrogen units).

From Fischbach et al.; Phys. Rev. Lett., 56, n9 1,3 (1986).

Fig. 9 - Schematic illustration of a torsion balance used in Eõtvõs-

type experiments.
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